Scalamandré is proud to present the Soirée Collection, an exclusive assortment of luxurious, embellished wallcoverings. Techniques typically used in fabric take on a new dimension when applied to textured grasscloth. Laborious hand beading and machine embroidery create surfaces full of unexpected glamour. Engineered layouts add allure in all spaces; motifs can be arranged for either a paneled or all-over look. Offered in subtle metallics and trend-worthy hues, the Soirée Collection is a fresh take on luxury for the wall.
VALENTINA EMBELLISHED SISAL

Shimmering, hand-embroidered bugle beads alternate with embroidered stitches to create the dimensional ogee pattern of Valentina Embellished Sisal. The subtle sheen of these materials play beautifully against the matte sisal for an exquisite mix of materials and techniques. Like statement jewelry, this dramatic stripe creates a glamorous atmosphere as an accent wall or full installation.
CATWALK EMBELLISHED GRASSCLOTH

Lovers of animal print will gain new appreciation for classic cheetah with Catwalk Embellished Grasscloth. Layers of dimension are added on step by step, starting first with the machine embroidery on the woven grasscloth base. Then, artisans’ hand-embroider thousands of tiny metallic seed beads to create the raised spots. This one-of-a-kind wallcovering is rendered in a stripe layout for a rhythmic effect on the wall.
KATSURA
EMBROIDERED TOILE

A classic chinoiserie toile from the Scalamandré archives gains new life as an embroidery on grasscloth. The fine linework of this print is beautifully interpreted using matte yarns and textural stitches. This graceful, scenic pattern offers timeless appeal.
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PLAIN GROUNDS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL SOIRÉE OFFERINGS BY SPECIAL ORDER